GEORGE THE  THIRD
to retain in North America as an insurance against any effort by
the French to regain their lost American possessions.
The charge is not altogether baseless; but it must not be
allowed to obscure the real cause of the trouble—that for many
years prior to the outbreak of the revolt there had been constant
friction between the rulers in London and the colonists, and that
a lack of understanding of each other's views had given rise to a
spirit of obstinacy which always made conciliation come too late.
It is nowadays generally admitted that American independence
was inevitable: a policy of drift had been too long pursued to
render it possible to stem the rising ride of American nationalism.
during the winter of 1763-4 George Grenville called together
the colonial agents resident in London to tell them that he pro-
posed to raise a revenue from the colonies to meet part of the cost
of die troops which were to be quartered in their country. He
announced that the most convenient form of revenue was a stamp
duty on legal documents and that die figure he had in mind was
roughly ^100,000 a year; but at the same time he was perfectly
willing to consider alternative proposals calculated to produce a
similar amount of money; and the agents were dismissed with
the instruction to place the Minister's views before their respective
assemblies. So far Grenville had acted in a thoroughly statesman-
like way: his action was unusual, too, in that it appeared to show
some respect for colonial feeling. But there his wisdom ended.
Not a single assembly approved of the stamp duty: nor was any
alternative plan put forward. Indeed the very suggestion of
imposing a tax on the colonists brought forth a howl of resent-
ment; and two assemblies—thpse of Massachusetts and New
York—went to the extent of forwarding petitions against the
proposal to < the Lords of Trade and Plantations/ by whom they
were referred to the Privy Council, which in turn recommended
that they be placed before Parliament [1764].
The petitions never came before Parliament: nor did the
hostile reception accorded to the proposed stamp duty in any
way deter Grenville from proceeding with it. He announced his
intention of doing so in the House of Commons on March loth,
1764. It was late at night when he rose in his place on the
Treasury Bench; the members were too tired to take much
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